DISCUSSION

Know Thine Enemy

I find the 'line' in *ALR* way to the right of *Australian Society/Modern Times*. The propagation of mainstream political/economic views is something which happens enough in the 'capitalist press' without a supposedly leftwing journal coming to the party.

It is most unfortunate that when the targets of critique in *ALR* are not the Liberal Party, they are the (generic) 'Left'. I don't wish to suggest that 'the Left' is above criticism or even self-criticism. The trouble is, much of *ALR*'s critique comes from the perspective of apologists for Hawke-style Labor politics—not a particularly leftwing perspective, I would argue.

In summary, although I enjoy the occasional article, I suspect the main reason why I as a Leftie am continuing to subscribe is because it is useful to 'know your enemy'.

Sandy Ross,
North Fitzroy, Vic.

---

Women's lives, Men's laws, Feminist futures

A series of forums for women in Sydney will discuss recent developments in legal and economic policies affecting our lives and opportunities. They will be held approximately bi-monthly on Sunday afternoons from 2:30 to 5pm at the Bistro, Harold Park Hotel, 115 Wigram Rd, Glebe. Donation of $2-5 appreciated. The first two are as follows:

Sunday 6 April: **Recognizing a battered women's syndrome in the courts: Good news or bad news for women who kill their abusers?**
Speakers: Julia Tolmie, Liz Sheehy, Julie Stubbs

Sunday 24 May: **Rolling back the tide? Recent challenges to the Sex Discrimination Act**
Speakers: Chloe Mason, Sylvia Winters, others to be confirmed

Childcare available if booked in advance. Phone Elaine Fishwick (02) 519 4360 (bh), or Marilyn McHugh (02) 697 3863.

Organised by Women Involved in Legal Discussions (WILD).